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had contributed something to this great national and imperial
result—among them (such are time's reversals) Dr. Jameson;
who, as premier of Cape Colony when the Transvaal's letters-
patent were granted, elicited from the high commissioner, Lord
Selborne, a most helpful dispatch and memorandum, in which
the arguments for union were mapped out. But the edifice would
not have been possible without the foundation; and that was
Campbell-Bannerman's.
The 1906 house of commons was at the outset a difficult body
to lead. It was rich in inexperienced idealists. Radicalism and
socialism alike, released from the suppressions of two decades,
were radiant with sudden hopes of a new heaven and a new earth.
No leader not alive to that morning glory could have carried the
house with him; and that was where Campbell-Bannerman in
his kindly and generous old age gave the parliament an incom-
parably better start than the efficient but earth-bound Asquith
could have done. One marked trait in common, however, they
had; both shone more in office than in opposition. Campbell-
Bannerman had been particularly handicapped since 1898,
because he was never able to speak with a clear authority. Now
he could, he was a different man. The change appeared strik-
ingly, when Balfour upon reappearing at Westminster attempted
to repeat at his expense the logic-chopping which had served to
humble him in the past. The premier retorted with a single
phrase—'Enough of this foolery!5—so perfectly expressing the
new house's sense that politics was a task for men and not a sport
for gentlemen, that for long afterwards even Balfour's golden
tongue could not win its ear.
The contentious bills of 1906 were three—an Education Bill
(the chief measure of the year), a Trade Disputes Bill, and a Plural
Voting Bill. The first and third were killed by the house of lords;
the second got through. The history of the Trade Disputes Act,
1906, was curious. The Royal Commission appointed in 1903,
with Lord Duncdin as chairman, had recently reported in favour
of substantially undoing the effect of the Taff Vale and Quinn v.
Leathern decisions. They did not propose to make trade unions
directly immune from actions for tort, but to declare the law of
agency in regard to them in such a way that actions like the Taff
Vale company's would not ordinarily lie. At the same time the
difficulties over Quinn v. Leathern and similar cases would be met
by amendments of the law about conspiracy and picketing.

